
MaKenzie Baker 
Completes all assignments.  Great self advocate when needs assistance.  ~ Mercadante 

Tattiana Tisdale 
Always positive.  Completes high quality work.  ~Mercadante 

Tottiana is a hard worker and always shows up to class. She has a great work ethic and a positive 
attitude everyday! She's a joy to have in class! :) ~Ms. Meyer

Wellington Eman
Wellington attends all Zoom classes and was very successful during the first quarter! He 

participates, completes his work, and turns assignments in on time! ~Amy Lehotsky
         Jemia Pettus-Waters

Jemia has shown great participation in Art this year and has worked hard to get all of her work 
finished well and on time! ~Amy Lehotsky

  Aniya Johnson
Aniya is a joy to have in class!  She completes all of her work and is actively involved during class. 

Keep up the great work, Aniya!  ~Ms. Meyer 
   Keara Callender

Keara is a hard-working young lady who shows up to class every day. She actively participates 
every day and makes sure to stay on top of all her grades! Way to go! ~Ms. Meyer



Jamarion Felder
He did very well in my class, he was always present and has progressed in 

his work ~Jamie Bro
Aden Brown

He is very involved, present every day and received an A. ~Jamie Bro
Ashia Tisdale

Ashia attends class every day and works hard on every task given in class. 
~Courtney Neiderhiser

Lamont Reeder
Lamont works hard in class and rises up to every challenge given 

~Courtney Neiderhiser



Malyka McMurtary
She has been a great student, working extremely hard in bringing her grades up. 

Always polite and great to have in class. ~Mrs. Dobeleit
Xantay Anderson

Hard worker, engaged, in class and growing in my content ~Jamie Bro
Paige Pereira

Paige has been a great participant in online learning! She demonstrates thought and 
effort on her artwork and turns assignments in on time! ~Amy Lehotsky

Rickquel Williams
Rickquel is very engaged- she interacts, participates, completes her assignments and 

has a positive spirit even though she's balancing a lot at home too. ~Mrs. Howard



Marcellis Grant
Marcellis has excellent attendance and participation in class. He is thoughtful in his class 

responses. He is his Bulldog BEST remotely. ~Charlette Keuchler
Adavian Banks

He is always in class, engaged and always up to date with work, 
he is a pleasure to have in class. ~Ms. Bro

Austin Keokhonang
Great work ethic. ~Frank

Lauren Johnston
Lauren has worked hard in Art this school year and has been responsible in getting 

assignments completed well and turned in on time! ~Amy Lehotsky
Anthony Pereira

Anthony attends Zoom classes and participates in learning. He completes his assignments with 
effort and turns them in on time! ~Amy Lehotsky

Ebony Peay-Wallace
Ebony is a true "Bulldog". She has great participation and excellent work completion!!!! 

Way to Go!!!!!!!! ~Mrs. Mollmann



Andrew Robinson
Andrew is a humble young man who if future focused. He works diligently on all 

assignments, is meticulous and driven. ~Tracy Stevens
Nicholas Hanna

Nicholas comes to class and completes his assignments. He participates in discussions 
and is always encouraging his classmates. He has made a smooth transition to the 

online platform. ~Grace Marasco


